HARMONIOUS WORKFLOW SOLUTIONS
A holistic technology solution that enables more efficient
business operations by combining hardware and
software with a strategic perspective.

ABOUT US
ZENOPS provides a comprehensive technology solution to our clients to
enhance their business operations and make IT work for you. With our
approach, we focus on optimizing your workflows to enhance productivity
and efficiency, allowing you to get more done and achieve business goals.
From repetitive tasks to jobs that simply take too long, our solutions
simplify your work to create what we call “harmonious workflow.”

HERE’S WHAT
A VALUED CLIENT
HAD TO SAY:
Our company has been
using ZENOPS for server and
workstation support for about
4 years, and will continue to do
so. The staff is knowledgeable,
friendly, creative and effective.

– Willis Management Group,
San Ramon, CA

THE HARMONIOUS
WORKFLOW SOLUTION

SERVICES

Since 1999, ZENOPS has been developing our
unique IT solution with a focus on making your
workflows more efficient through technology.
Our comprehensive solution covers all aspects of
your business, including infrastructure, your staff,
technology applications, your workflows, and
overall strategy.

MANAGED IT SERVICES

Our solution keeps your systems compliant with
any relevant regulations in your industry while
integrating software that supports your unique
applications. This overarching strategy allows
your employees to embrace technology to
enhance their workflows and get work done.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY

We offer comprehensive support to
keep you operational.

WORKFLOW CONSULTING
Our team will enhance the productivity
of your workforce

We provide IT backup, redundancy,
and disaster recovery.

CLOUD SOLUTIONS
Our team works with your IT to scale
with your business growth.

PARTNERING WITH THE BEST SO YOU CAN ACHIEVE MORE

Microsoft Cloud Partner • CCNA (Cisco Certified Network Administrator)

MAXIMIZE BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY
At Zenops, we have a very unique and specific way that we execute our projects for our partners that
specializes in collaboration to maximize your productivity. We start with People, Logistics, Applications,
and Networks - a PLAN. Whether you need an elaborate project completed or a simple task, we PLAN for
every project we do to make sure the future of your IT is efficient and productive.

CONTACT US TODAY!

844-377-5257 • www.zenops.com

